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•

One of the evaluation criteria on [on the Problem-Solving Competition website] is the quality of
the solution in terms of its objective function value. You have also stated in Webinar #3 that the
primary objective is to minimize the total delay in the entire system. So, do you expect us to
develop an optimization model? Or the problem is more about presenting a prediction model?
In essence, this is very much an optimization problem. A number of trains have been provided with
planned arrival times to their final destinations, as well as intermediate activities that need to be
completed (i.e., picking up or dropping off cars). At the same time, each train must compete for
passage with other trains in the network. So, it is expected that an optimization model will be
developed to minimize the delay in the system.

•

In the validation data set, the actual arrival/departure times are not given while we need them if
we want to make a prediction model. Are you going to update the validation data set and include
more info? Or is it the final version?
Initially, when we were working with the U.S. freight railroad for data, it was expected that they
would provide actual arrival/departure times with which to compare with the final results.
Unfortunately, since the railroad was unable to provide us the data for legal reasons, we resorted to
using the data available from the 2018 Problem-Solving Competition, with some modifications of
course. This is all the data we have available to us, so no more information will be provided. As such,
the best way to approach this problem is an optimization model for which the delay in the system is
effectively minimized.

•

In the validation data set, there is a sheet named "Distances" in which we can find the distance
between stations. There is another sheet, "Num Track Chart", where we observe another record
of data for distance between stations. Which one should be used in our model? Besides, in the
"Distances" sheet we do not have the number of tracks and allowable speed. We also see a
distance from one station to itself. What does that mean?
In the data that was provided to the committee, the distances were provided in different sheets, so
the set in "Distance" will not have all of the stations that you need. As such, you'll have to use "Num
Track Chart" as well to get the full picture. We considered combining these but, as this is actual data
from an operating railroad, we felt it was appropriate to leave it as is since this is likely the type of
situation you would be faced with as an operations researcher for a railroad entity. The number of
tracks denotes the number of mainline tracks between the set of stations, and the allowable speeds
is the speed limit for that section of track. This is basically a numerical version of the visual diagram
provided in "Network Diagram." All of the information you need to put together the network is
available between “Network Diagram”, “Distances”, and “Num Track Chart”.

•

Do you have any plan to extend the submission deadline?
At this point in time, we are not planning to extend the submission deadline due to the tight
schedule between judging and announcing the finalists for the INFORMS Annual Meeting in
November. So, the deadline for all submissions will remain July 31, by 11:59 PM CDT.

•

Since there was a delay in providing the validation dataset, would you extend the deadline for
asking questions?
Of course! I've spoken with the officers of the RAS and we've agreed to extend the Q&A period to
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Friday, July 3rd. As such, we'll have additional webinars next week (one for sure on Wednesday, July
1st, at 9:00 AM EDT, and possibly another on Friday, July 3rd, if there is enough demand for it) to
address all your questions prior to the Quiet Period. Additionally, since the Quiet Period starts at
11:59 PM CDT on July 3rd, I will honor all questions that come in via email with a timestamp prior to
that time.
•

Are there inherent conflicts in the time table? That is, if all the trains run on time as per the time
table, is there any conflict going to occur for the resources (e.g., violation of station capacity, or
speed restriction)?
None that the committee is aware of, and certainly none that would’ve been intentionally
introduced to add further complexity to the problem.

•

Some trains have Train Priority as “S” on one day and “L” on the other day. For example, train
number 824. Can this happen? On what basis has it changed?
Yes, this can happen in a real-world scenario. The train numbers typical denote a specific service in
revenue service operations rather than a specific consist (i.e., what type of cars make up the train).
For example, I’m reminded of two trains that I used to work around in Canada when I was doing
research there. I forget the exact numbers, but let’s say they were 1001 and 1002. Although they
were made up of different cars and locomotives each day, they were still designated as 1001 and
1002 each morning per the timetable. Depending on the commodities being carried on any given
day, one or the other could’ve had a different priority from one day to the next but still have the
same train designation number because of the scheduled service.

•

Some trains are taking different amount of time to travel from Origin to Destination over the two
days. For example, train number 824 is departing from origin at 6:55 AM on 06-Sep and reaching
destination at 8:18 AM. However, on the next day these times are 6:55 AM and 8:29 AM,
respectively. Therefore, it seems that this data is not the timetable but, rather, actual running
status of the train on each day. Is this correct?
Some variation was added to the times that would make them more realistic than a timetable would
provide. Although, this is why the columns are referred to as “Planned” rather than “Scheduled” as
they include some degree of realism such that unforeseen circumstances (e.g., weather) are taken
into account. Furthermore, it was advised in Webinar #5 that participants not to assume that the
schedule for trains will be the same for both days and, in turn, each train provided can be
considered separate and independent.

•

For train number 815, the Work_Ordr flag = Y at station Wt. Although, in “Stn Order & Details”
sheet, station Wt does not have a yard. Is the data incorrect?
You are correct. Even though a Work Order flag is given, it doesn’t necessary mean it will be at a
yard. The yards given in “Stn Order & Details” are listed as addition places for temporary storage. So,
for the Work Order flags, please assume that an industrial spur will be available at those locations to
pick up or drop off cars. These spurs will be separate from any sidings or yards present and, as such,
will not hinder other train movement into the sidings/yards.
For example, if a train is at Wt dropping off cars in the industrial spur, a following train can still use
one of the sidings at Wt as well (assuming the sidings are not occupied in the first place). Likewise, if
a train is using one of the sidings at Wt, a train scheduled to pick up or drop off cars can still do so at
Wt as the industrial spur is separate. This is established in Assumption #7. Although, only one train
and pick up or drop off cars at Wt at any time.
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•

If the actual arrival time is even later than the planned departure time, how do we to determine
the stop time at the “Stop” stations? For example, the PLAN_ARR_TM is 7:01 AM and the
PLAN_DEP_TM is 7:03 AM for Train #815 at Rm, which means the planned stop time is 2 minutes.
If the train arrives later than 7:03 AM, must it stop enough for 2 minutes, or can it stop less than 2
minutes to decrease delay?
The stop duration must be observed at stations designated as “Stop”. To be clear, at stations
designated as “Stop”, two business rules must be honored: (1) A train cannot depart prior to the
planned departure time, and (2) the stop duration must be honored, including the duration needed
for crew change and/or yard work if the station also has a Crew Change Flag and/or Work Flag.

•

According to the assumptions, only on train can occupy one siding track at any time. What about
the track between two consecutive stations? Do we assume that only one train can occupy/travel
the track between every two consecutive stations? If yes, could you please clarify if this is also
true for intermediate stations?
With regard to your capacity question, you are correct; only one train can occupy any one siding at
any time. With regard to the mainlines between two consecutive stations, only one train can occupy
the track between any two consecutive stations since each station has a crossover.

•

Can trains operate in reverse (i.e., in both directions) on mainline tracks? In other words, can a
train operate on the other mainline track temporarily? For example, for Train #815, if it operates
on mainline track 1 when it arrives at Std, can it operate on mainline track 2 temporarily from Std
to Bk and back to track 1 at Bk by crossover?
Yes, it can do that. Also, for simplicity, all participants can assume that the trains provided in the
validation data set are distributed power (i.e., locomotives are located on both the head- and tailends of consist) so trains can operate in either direction without having to switch around using a
roundtable or other dedicated move.

•

And there is a question about crossover. For example, at station Tbu, whether the crossover
guarantees that trains can run to any track of four parallel tracks?
As long as there is a crossover, which is provided at every station, including Tbu, trains can run to
any of the parallel tracks, including any of the four at Tbu.

•

For some Stop stations, the PLAN_ARR_TM and PLAN_DEP_TM are the same (e.g., rows 27, 52 and
98 in sheet “Train Mvmt Data”). For Train #817 in row 27 of sheet “Train Mvmt Data”, the data
shows that the PLAN_ARR_TM is 7:17 AM and the PLAN_DEP_TM is also 7:17 AM,
but STN_TYPE is “Stop”. Does it mean a train may not stop at a “Stop” station?
In this case, you're correct: a train wouldn't have to stop at the station IF it's on time. Although, if
the train arrives earlier than expected, it cannot leave that station until 7:17 AM.

•

There is no allowed speed for sidings in Validation Dataset, does it mean that only 5 minutes
penalty have to be considered if a train accesses to sidings? In other words, can the speed and
length be ignored for sidings?
You are correct. The five-minute penalty accounts for the variable speed of a train entering the
siding and length of the siding itself and, as such, these parameters can be ignored.

•

In rows 88 and 93 of sheet “Distance”, they indicate the distance from Tbu to Tbge is 0.7 and
from Tbge to Tb is 1.7, which means the distance should be 2.4 from Tbu to Tb. However, at the
row 92, the distance from Tbu to Tb is 2.3, which requires clarification.
It is likely the difference is due to rounding error and, in fact, there are issues like this very
frequently in real-world freight railroad operations; documentation is not always consistent as the
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distances between “mile” posts can vary greatly. Although, for this competition, please use the
value that is most in line with the other measures in the data (e.g., for the situation you’ve
presented here, please use 2.4 km rather than the 2.3 km). As this is an issue railway engineers and
transportation specialists are faced with on a day-to-day basis in revenue service operations, the
discrepancies will not be corrected in the validation dataset to provide some realism to the problem.
Please ensure that these discrepancies are properly documented in your final report, along with the
values you went with for your model as well as the reasoning behind the decision.
•

Can you confirm that trains can travel at any speed that’s lower than or equal to the “MAX_SPD”
(in the “Train Mvmt Dat”)?
Yes, that is correct.

•

In the “Train Mvmt Data” sheet, what does the column “WORK_ORDR_FLG” correspond to? If its
value is “Y”, does this mean it requires CREW_AVAIL or LOCO_AVAIL, or both?
"WORK_ORDR_FLG" corresponds to the picking-up or dropping-off of railcars at that specific station.
If the value is "Y", then it requires the use of only YARD_AVAIL.

•

Assumption #9 says that, “While it is possible for trains that arrive earlier than expected at an
"Int" station to go ahead and leave early, this is not possible at "Stop" stations. At a "Stop", a
train may arrive early; however, it cannot depart earlier than scheduled.” Can we ignore the
arrival and departure time at “Int” stations? In other words, can we only consider delays at “Stop”
stations and “Dest” stations?
Yes, you can do this as it is in line with the requirements set forth for the problem.

•

The delay of crew, locomotive and yard are set by three distribution functions. How to determine
the values of them in my optimization model? I mean, can I select fixed random values for them
by distribution functions? If so, how to evaluate the result? Because different values of them may
greatly influence the final result. Or must I use distribution functions in my optimization model?
This is a good question. Krishna and I suggest that participants use the distribution function in the
optimization model itself.

•

In the Problem Description, it said, “A train can be operated only if the relevant yard can build it,
the crew is available to operate the train, and the minimum number of locomotives are available.”
In the sheet “Train Mvmt Data” of updated validation dataset, some trains depart from station VI,
Gz, Hm and Tbge. According to the sheet “Stn Order & Details”, these stations do not have yards.
Does that mean the availability of yard can be ignored for these trains?
The stations listed with yards in the "Stn Order & Details" sheet are those with yards available for
temporary storage only; other stations in the network can have yards that are not available for
storage given their smaller size. The yard availability still applies to these stations as well since they
are considered the origin for a specific set of trains.

•

When a train is delayed at the origin station due to crew, locomotive, or yard, does it occupy any
resource of the station? For example, the planned departure time of Train #815 is 6:31 AM. If it
has been delayed to 6:50AM due to crew availability, will it occupy one of the 15 tracks of the
yard at station Ehv from 6:31 AM to 6:50 AM, or it will not be built in the station until 6:50 AM?
For station VI in the question above, it doesn’t even have a siding. So, in this case, will the delayed
departure train (if delayed due to crew or locomotive availability) occupy the station? This may
lead to unavailability for following trains.
This is a great question. So, you can consider the tracks available for temporary storage (as listed in
the "Stn Order & Details" sheet) to be not affected by the delays associated with the development
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of a new train. This is because the yard tracks listed in "Stn Order & Details" are open tracks in the
yards available for temporary storage; there are many more tracks used for interchanging, consist
make-up, dedicated moves, etc., that will be utilized, which is accounted for in the delay. This
applies for a station like Vl as well; even though it doesn't have a siding, the small yard will be taking
care of train building so the station is still available to pick-up/drop-off cars, etc., because the train
building will be done off the mainline track.
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